In this paper we study the determinants of housing tenure choice and the differences in the cost of one unit of housing across households in a heterogenous agent model with household specific uninsurable earning shocks and housing prices that may change over time. We build a model economy in which households obtain housing services either through a rental market or home ownership. We calibrate our model to match some stylized facts of the U.S. economy. To analyze the impact of taxation on tenure choice, we model a tax system that mimics that of the U.S. economy in a stylized way. The model is able to replicate the observed patterns in home ownership rates across households in the U.S. and explains them solely on the basis of the differences between the user cost and rental market prices.
Introduction
This paper studies the determinants of housing tenure choice and the differences in the cost of one unit of housing across households in a heterogenous agent model with household specific uninsurable earning shocks and housing prices that may change over time.
Housing services can either be purchased in the rental market or derived from home ownership.
For homeowners, a house serves the dual role of a consumption good and an investment. Houses are a very particular type of consumption good because of durability: current residential expenditures yield housing services for many periods. This implies that home ownership may help smooth consumption of housing services when there is rental price risk. House purchases are also a very Thus, households buy houses not only because they provide smooth housing services but also because the return on housing capital may be high. As an investment good, houses have some unique characteristics. The heterogeneity of housing results in a variety of search and transactions costs (real estate brokers' fees, legal costs, etc.), that make houses an illiquid asset. Moreover, home purchases can be partially financed after satisfying a downpayment requirement and the accumulated equity may serve as collateral for loans. Also, investment in primary residences have tax advantages that other types of investment do not have: mortgage (and home equity loan) interest payments are deductible from the income tax base and imputed rents on housing are not taxed.
When analyzing the determinants of tenure choice, each of these considerations has to be taken into account. Renters purchase housing services in the market and the cost they face is the rental price of housing. For homeowners, the cost of using and owning one unit of housing in a given period is known in the literature as the user cost, defined in a similar way to the user cost of capital from the Neoclassical theory of investment (see, for example Poterba 1984) . This cost is part opportunity cost (the forgone after-tax return of housing equity on alternative assets), part out-of-pocket expenses (mortgage interest payments, maintenance costs, local housing taxes, etc.) and part value variation (depreciation and capital losses associated to house price fluctuations).
When the user cost of owner occupied housing is lower than the rental price of housing services, households would prefer to purchase houses instead of renting and wealth (liquidity) constraints are likely to be the main deterrence from home ownership. It has been argued that this is the case in the U.S. (see for example Rosen 1979) .
In this paper we analyze the determinants of household tenure choice in a partial equilibrium model economy populated by infinitely lived agents in which household earnings are subject to uninsurable idiosyncratic risk. We assume that house prices follow an exogenously given stochastic process independently distributed from the household specific earning shock. We also assume that the housing rental price tracks the changes in house prices. In our economy households can save in the form of deposits, risk free assets, and houses, which are subject to price risk. Individuals must satisfy a downpayment when purchasing houses but they can also use accumulated housing equity as collateral for other loans. For simplicity, no other form of credit is allowed. In any period, the value of a household's outstanding debt cannot be greater than a certain fraction of the value of the house owned. Every period households can either purchase housing services in the rental market at the given rental price or obtain housing services through home ownership. We allow for non-perfect substitutability between rental and owner-occupied housing services. 1 Moreover, house changes are subject to transaction costs. To analyze the impact of taxation on tenure choice, we model a tax system that mimics in a stylized way that of the U.S. economy. Owner occupied housing services are not part of the income tax base and mortgage interest payments (as well as home equity loans) are deductible. We impose no restriction either in the size of rental services nor the size of houses.
Differences in the size of the services consumed arise endogenously as a function of the a household's user cost, which is largely affected by tax treatment. The preferential tax treatment on housing has been analyzed elsewhere (see for example Poterba 1984 , ?, ?, Gervais 2002 ). To our knowledge, this is the first paper to have an endogenous tenure choice without imposing any restriction on the size of the services that can be rented in the market nor the size of the houses that can be purchased, in a dynamic framework. 2 We find that the tax structure is key to understanding the household's portfolio choice. When the return on deposits and the mortgage interest rate are equal and mortgage interest payments are fully deductible from the tax base, households that are not liquidity constrained are indifferent about the volume of deposits and mortgages that they hold and they only care about their net position in both assets. Liquidity constrained households do not hold deposits and only have debt.
In contrast, when the return to deposits is lower than the mortgage interest rate or mortgage interest payments are not fully deductible, households do not want to simultaneously hold deposits and debt.
Next, we derive the user cost as the marginal rate of substitution between housing services and nondurable consumption. We show that the user cost increases with the after-tax interest rate paid on financial assets (the opportunity cost of housing equity), the mortgage interest rate, housing depreciation, maintenance costs and local housing taxes. It decreases with tax subsidies to home ownership and expected house price appreciation. If the rental price is higher than some threshold level only households that cannot satisfy the down payment decide to rent. In contrast, if the 1 It can be argued that one can more easily adjust owned property to one's taste. 2 Of the studies mentioned before, only ? and Gervais (2002) have an endogenous tenure choice. While the first study uses a static framework, Gervais (2002) imposes a maximum size on the housing services that can be purchased in the market. Households that desire to consume a higher amount are forced to buy a house.
rental price is sufficiently low, all households prefer renting to purchasing a house. As a result, the home ownership rate depends on the difference between the user cost of owner occupied housing and the rental price of housing services. Thus, our model may be used to understand the observed differences in home ownership rates across countries. 3 We then calibrate our model economy so that the home ownership rate in the model is roughly 67 percent, as in the U.S. economy, and report the results of several experiments. We find that in the absence of uncertainty, the initial distribution of wealth and the discount rate determines the households' tenure choice. The intuition is the following. If there is no uncertainty, the investment motive for holding houses disappears. If the user cost is lower than the rental price, households may consider buying a home for consumption motives. Purchasing a house involves accumulating a down payment. If a household has the wealth required to satisfy the downpayment requirement, it purchases the house and benefits from the lower user cost afterwards. If not, the household is not willing to save for the down payment, giving up valuable consumption today, and rents. If the discount rate is sufficiently low, households do save for the downpayment and purchase houses.
With uncertainty, the model predicts that the value of the user cost for liquidity constrained agents is lower the higher the level of household wealth. Thus, wealthy households are homeowners and renters are concentrated among the less wealthy households. Finally, we try to asses by how much the user cost of housing is below market rents, an important point to gain understanding on how the cost of owned housing compares to rental prices.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our dynamic model. 
The Model Economy
We consider an economy populated by a continuum of households of measure one that live forever in a partial equilibrium model with housing capital and collateralized liquidity constraints.
Preferences and endowments
Households derive utility from the consumption of a nondurable good, c, and from housing services, s. We write the per period utility as u (c, s), and lifetime utility as ∞ t=0 β t u (c t , s t ), where β is the time discount factor. Households are endowed with e t efficiency units of labor at period t. These units of labor are drawn from the set e ∈ E = {e 1 , ...., e ne }.
Market arrangements
Households hold residential assets h t ≥ 0, deposits, d t ≥ 0, and mortgage debt and home equity loans, m t ≥ 0. Deposits earn a return r d t , whereas debt carries an interest payment at the rate r m t . We assume that households buy the stock of houses that will render services at period t + 1 at the end of period t. We denote by q t the price of one unit of residential stock at period t in terms of nondurable consumption.
We assume that whenever households buy a house they must satisfy a minimum down payment requirement equal to θ. On the other hand, houses serve as collateral for loans (through home equity loans or refinancing) up to a loan to value ratio (1 − θ). For simplicity, we assume that only collateralized credit is available. This means that at any given period household debt must satisfy: 4
Therefore, there will be a link between the value of a household's outstanding debt and the market value of its property. This constraint implies that household's net worth is always non-negative, greater than or equal to θ q t h t . It also means that whenever there is a fall in house prices and households do not change their house, they are forced to decrease their collateral debt to equal the fraction (1 − θ) of their residence value. Thus, households take all the capital gains and losses associated to changes in house prices. 5
We assume that selling a house is costly. A fraction of its value is lost when sold, which may reflect brokerage fees. This makes houses a less liquid asset than deposits. Owning a house entails paying a maintenance cost equal to the fraction δ h of the value of the house. 6 Thus, we assume that whenever there is change in the stock (not its value) the household is selling its house and pays an adjustment cost, , proportional to the value of the stock.
Owning a house of size h delivers a flow of housing services equal to h. As an alternative to purchasing a house, households can rent housing services from a financial institution. The price of housing services is denoted by r h . We assume that services of owner occupied houses and rental services may not be perfect substitutes. 4 We abstract from income requirements when purchasing houses. Many lenders follow the rule of thumb of "3 times income" for mortgages. However, we do not believe this assumption is restrictive as the empirical literature finds that wealth constraints are more important than income constraints. See for example Linneman, Megbolugbe, Watcher, and Cho (1997) or Quercia, McCarthy, and Watcher (2000) . 5 In reality, the burden of downward property prices is shared by financial institutions and households. We adopt this approach for computational reasons and leave the more complicated case for future research.
6 We assume for simplicity that if maintenance is done, the house does not depreciate.
The government
We assume that the government taxes income and allows tax deductions for the interest payments on mortgages and home equity loans. It also imposes a local tax on housing. However, imputed housing rents are tax-free. The entire proceeds from taxation are used to finance government expenditures that do not affect individuals at the margin.
The structure of uncertainty
Households face idiosyncratic risk in their endowments of efficiency labor units and aggregate risk in house prices. The earnings process is Markov with transition matrix π e,e . The house price shocks are also Markov with transition matrix π q,q . We assume that uncertainty in house prices does not affect the evolution of household's earnings. Moreover, households know the evolution of interest rates and the market wage. The rental price of housing may vary over time. 7
The household's problem
The problem that a household solves is:
The variable L t indicates that the adjustment cost is paid only when the household changes its housing stock:
Note the timing of the model: consumption of the nondurable good takes place after depreciation of the stocks, whereas services of owned houses are obtained before the stock depreciates. We have denoted taxable income as y τ . The income tax function τ y τ (.) can vary with the level of income.
Notice that mortgage interest payments are deductible from the tax base at the rate τ m ∈ [0, 1].
The amount of housing services consumed satisfies φs t + h t , where φ ≤ 1. This means that rental housing services and services of owner occupied housing may not perfect substitutes. In particular φ < 1 could be justified on the grounds that it is easier for households to adjust the owned property to their particular taste. 8
The composition of a household's portfolio
In this section we analyze the conditions under which households maintain deposits and debt simultaneously under different environment conditions. This proposition says that with full deductability and no spread, households that are not constrained are indifferent between equity and debt financing of their houses. As a matter of fact, they could always refinance their mortgage. This proposition says that with less than full deductability or interest spread households always prefer equity to debt financing of their houses. In other words, there is a complete segmentation of households: those who hold debt do not hold deposits and vice versa. Obviously, we may see households that do not hold either deposits nor mortgages.
No spread and full deductability

Spread or partial deductability
The determinants of the user cost
In this section we analyze the determinants of the user cost and tenure choice decisions. We derive the marginal user cost as the marginal rate of substitution between housing services and nondurable consumption. First, we consider the simple case with no uncertainty or adjustment costs. We then consider the case with uncertainty.
The relationship between user cost, house prices, and rental prices
In this section we abstract from uncertainty in prices, earnings, and adjustment costs to provide a simple definition of the user cost.
Let us define cash-on-hand as after-tax total resources:
There are two possible regions delimited by the price: 
Proof.
In this proof we use the first order conditions for the household problem presented in Appendix A.
Consider a household that decides to hold a house next period and is not liquidity constrained.
Expression (17) can be written as
Using expressions (14) and (15) we can write an expression for the user cost,
which tells us that the household's user cost is a function of the variations in house prices, maintenance costs and taxes. For the household to be indifferent between purchasing and renting, this user cost times φ should be equal to the rental price of housing. However, since the rental prices satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 , the user cost of a non liquidity constrained household is lower than the rental price. Hence, the household strictly prefers purchasing a house to renting its services in the market and sets s t+1 = 0. Now, let us think of a household that is liquidity constrained. This, by Lemma 2, implies that the household holds no deposits. Combining (16) and (17) we obtain:
Let r m t = 1 − τ m τ y τ (y τ t ) r m t be the after tax mortgage rate. Note that user cost can be written as:
Since the liquidity constraint is binding we have that:
The lower the level of cash-on-hand the lower the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution,
u (ct) , and higher the user cost. Thus, there exists a level of cash-on-hand, x * t , below which the user cost is higher than the rental price. In such a case, the household prefers renting to buying. Therefore, only liquidity constrained households rent houses and do not purchase them.
When r h t+1 ≥ r t+1 it is easy to check all households prefer renting to purchasing a house.
Spread or partial deductability
When there is no spread and there is full deductability, there are only two types of households:
those that are not liquidity constrained and hold deposits and those that are liquidity constrained and do not hold deposits. When there is spread or there is partial deductability, households want to repay their debts as fast as possible. This implies that there will be households that hold no deposits, have debt but are not liquidity constrained. Proof. Case 1. Consider first the households that hold deposits. These households, by Proposition 2, are not liquidity constrained. If the rental price satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 they strictly prefer buying to renting by Proposition 3. The user cost for this type of individuals is given in expression (6).
Case 2. Consider first a non liquidity constrained household that holds debt and assume that it optimally chooses to rent housing services. Expression (17) can be written as
Using expressions (14) and (15) we can write the expression above as:
The rental price satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 . Thus, if the interest rate on mortgages is much larger than the return on deposits, this expression may hold with strict inequality, being the left hand side, q t greater than the right hand side. That is, the cost of buying would be higher than its returns and, therefore, the household is better off renting. If the interest on mortgages is not too high, then these households would be better off buying. Thus, their user cost depends on the spread and the tax deduction and is given by the expression:
Case 3. Consider a household that is liquidity constrained. By Proposition 3 there exists a level of cash-on-hand, x * t , below which the user cost is higher than the rental price. In such a case, the household prefers renting to buying. For those who buy, its user cost is given by the expression (7).
Calculating the average user cost the traditional way
So far we have derived the marginal user as the marginal rate of substitution between owned housing services and nondurable consumption. Its value depends on several parameters and varies across households because of the liquidity constraint. Let us now derive the average user cost as it is done in much of the literature. Suppose an individual purchases h t+1 units of housing at the end of period t. The value of the purchase would be q t h t+1 . Let the household finance the purchase of the house. In our notation, m t+1 is the mortgage obtained while q t h t+1 − m t+1 is the equity purchased by the downpayment. There is an opportunity cost to holding equity in terms of the forgone return in financial assets, which after tax is r d . On the other hand, the household carries debt, m t+1 , which involves an interest payment at the rate r m . In period t + 1, the household must also pay maintenance costs, local housing and adjustment costs if moving. Moreover, the house may appreciate or depreciate depending on price dynamics.
Combining all these elements we can write the (per unit) user cost as:
or
where M is the loan to value ratio at t prices, m t+1 /(q t h t+1 ). Equation (12) is simply a weighted average of equations (6) and (11), once adjustment costs are included. Given M, the user cost is higher, the higher housing prices when the house was purchased, q t , the higher the after-tax return on deposits r d , the higher the after-tax mortgage rate, r m , and the higher the maintenance costs, local taxes and moving costs (if moving). The user cost is lower, the higher the house prices in period t + 1. Equation (12) applies only to non-liquidity constraint agents, though. We must look at equation (8) for those who are liquidity constrained. Given the rental price, the price in this equation is the one that determines those households that buy or rent at the margin. 9
If the household is not moving, with full deductability, τ m = 1 and no interest spread, r m t = r d t , the expression simplifies even further to:
as in equation (6). In this case, the average user cost for a non-liquidity constrained agent does not depend on the loan to value ratio, M.
User cost, earnings uncertainty and adjustment costs
Here we extend the previous analysis to the case in which there is uncertainty in earnings, house prices and adjustment cost in houses. As in the previous case, there are two possible regions delimited by the price r t+1 , for all t, shown in expression (4).
No spread and full deductability Proposition 5. If the rental price at period t + 1 satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 then all households which are not liquidity constrained prefer buying to renting. For those that are liquidity constrained there exists a level of cash-on-hand above which they prefer buying.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Proposition 6. If the rental price at period t + 1 satisfies r h t+1 ≤ r t+1 all households prefer renting to owning a house.
Spread or partial deductability
When there is a spread or there is partial deductability, households want to repay their debts as fast as they can. This implies that there will be households that hold no deposits, have debt but are not liquidity constrained.
Proposition 7. If the rental price at period t + 1 satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 then all households that hold deposits prefer buying to renting. Those that hold debt but are not liquidity constrained prefer buying to renting if the after tax interest of mortgages is not too large. For those that are liquidity constrained, there exists a level of cash-on-hand above which they prefer buying.
Proof: See Appendix B. 
Taxes, down payments and patterns of home ownership
In order to illustrate our previous results, we simulate a partial equilibrium model and vary some key parameters to evaluate their effects on home ownership rates. We first describe the calibration and then report and discuss the results.
Calibration
Earnings
With respect to the process for earnings, we choose an AR(1) in the logarithm of labor income that we approximate using the Markov discrete chain describe in Table 1 . This process generates a
Gini coefficient for earnings of 0.60-roughly the Gini coefficient for the U.S. economy-and has been constructed to match the Lorenz curves of the U.S distributions for earnings and total wealth. 10
Preferences and Technology
For preferences over consumption of the nondurable goods and housing services, we choose
similar to Farr and Luengo-Prado (2001) . This specification implies that services from owner occupied housing are proportional to the housing stock on a one-to-one basis.
Households obtain higher services from owned houses than from rented ones. We set φ so that the ownership rate in our model matches that of the U.S. economy, 67 percent.
In our benchmark case, r m t = r d t = 0.0463, for all t and w = 0.887. 11 We choose σ = 3 and calibrate γ to match the ratio of nondurable goods to investment in housing C/I H . We set the depreciation rate δ h = 0.0426. 12
Housing Prices
We assume that housing prices follow the AR(1) process described in Table 2 . We model price changes as an aggregate shock (i.e. it affects all households simultaneously), independently distributed from the household-specific earnings shock. 13 
Housing Rental Prices
We assume that rents track housing prices. In particular,
This condition could be seen as a competitive equilibrium condition for landlords if maintenance costs and local housing taxes were deductible for a landlord. Interest forgone in equity plus maintenance and tax costs should equal rent.
Taxation
Our benchmark is a proportional tax system:
Recall that taxable income is defined as y τ t = w t e t + r d t d t − τ m r m t m t . We set τ y = 0.225 and the mortgage tax deduction equal to τ m = 1, which delivers a government spending to output ratio of roughly 20%.
We also try a non-distortionary progressive taxation scheme with a flat rate and a minimum exempt, y min :
We set τ y = 0.35 and y min = 1.9 to obtain the same government spending to output ratio.
13 The assumed process is fairly "ad-hoc" and we plan to recalibrate it to match the appropriate data. 
Simulations Results
In order to illustrate our previous results, we solve the household problem to obtain optimal policy functions for both assets, h and d, and simulate an economy of 9, 000 heterogenous households for different variations of the key parameters. 14 We first discuss the model with no uncertainty.
Then, we present some descriptive statistics about the benchmark case. Lastly, we perform different experiments to gain some intuition on the key determinants of home ownership.
No uncertainty
We first solve the model with no uncertainty to gain some intuition on the consumption aspect of housing. Agents know their income profile (they are either poor, middle class or rich forever) and house prices stay constant at their median value, q = 1. We use the parameters from the benchmark case (no spread, full deductability). The user cost for an agent who is not liquidity constrained given in equation (6) is well below the rental price.
Interestingly, we find that what agents do depends crucially on initial conditions and the discount factor. For β = 0.8, our benchmark value, agents do not purchase houses unless they are given enough initial wealth to satisfy the downpayment requirement. In the absence of uncertainty, there is no need for precautionary savings since a certain stream of income is guaranteed. Therefore, agents do not want to put down the money and enjoy the lower user cost, given the high discount rate, and the sacrifice in current consumption that this entails. Moreover, when they do buy, agents keep on refinancing their mortgages period after period, always keeping a loan to value ratio equal to (1 − θ). We also simulated the model for a lower discount rate, β = 0.9. In this case, agents purchase houses even when they start with zero assets and also refinance all periods.
In summary, with no uncertainty, the relevant user cost is given by equation (8), which depends on β. If households are not wealth constrained and do no discount the future greatly, they purchase homes and enjoy the lower user cost of housing but they do not accumulate more equity on the 14 Appendix C describes the solution technique. house than is required. Otherwise, they rent. Let us now introduce uncertainty in the model.
The benchmark case
Our benchmark calibration produces an ownership ratio of 66.5%. 15 Table 4 summarizes the distribution of household wealth, deposits, houses, nondurable, housing services and wealth composition (houses over total wealth) by wealth quintiles, as well as Gini coefficients for our simulations. We present numbers for our simulations and counterparts from the 1998 Survey of Consumer Finances.
The Gini coefficient for our calibrated earnings process is 0.6. Note that deposits (financial assets) and total wealth are more concentrated than earnings, as in the data. 16 In our simulations, renters are mainly "wealth poor". Some of the newly rich do rent too, while they accumulate a down payment. 17 The simulated data replicate satisfactorily the patterns of wealth composition in the U.S. 18
15 This is an average calculated over 100 periods for 100 different independent samples of 9,000 households. 16 These are the numbers for period 50 in one simulation with 9,000 households. 17 These are very few -0.7% of the population-and all had the highest earnings shock. They do not want to buy a house smaller than their optimal size and move later on to avoid the adjustment cost.
18 Readers should take into account that our calibration is still preliminary. 98.9 0.00347 Lower discount rate and better rental (β = 0.9, φ = 1) 68.3 0.02131
Averages over 100 periods for 100 different independent samples of 9,000 households. s.d. is the standard deviation over the samples. i.i.d shocks: the probabilities of the shocks are 0.4983, 0.4429 and 0.05870 respectively.
Changes in the parameters and home ownership
We next change some of the parameters of our benchmark calibration and report the associated changes in home ownership rates. Table 5 summarizes the results. We change one parameter at a time unless otherwise indicated. Remember that when deciding tenure choice, a household compares his corresponding user cost with the rental price divided by the parameter, φ, which represents rental services "quality" with respect to the owner occupied service.
In the table we can observe several interesting patterns. Eliminating the adjustment costs will increase home ownership by 4.8%. Doubling the adjustment costs reduces home ownership by 5.6%.
When there is no uncertainty in house prices or the earnings process is i.i.d. the ownership rate is slightly lower. No uncertainty in house prices implies that the precautionary motivation for purchasing houses is lower, specially since we assume that the rental price follows that of house prices. When shocks are i.i.d, the persistence in the earnings process is lower and the probability of receiving the highest shock is very small and purely transient. The earnings variations that a household face is much smaller than in the benchmark case. Therefore, the precautionary motive for buying a house is lower and, hence, the home ownership rate decreases.
The existence of spread or the elimination of the deductability of mortgage interest payments results in a negligible reduction in the ownership rate. Recall that we are considering proportional taxation. We will return to this issue shortly.
A decrease in the interest rate also decreases the ownership rate. The reason is that a decrease in the interest rate, despite the fact that it decreases the user cost, also decreases the household's saving rate and the market rent, so fewer households accumulate the required downpayment.
We can see substantial changes in home ownership rates when the down payment decreases.
We observe a 44% increase in home ownership when the required down payment goes down to 5%.
The "quality" of the rental market is also essential. If rental and owner occupied housing services were perfect substitutes, home ownership will decrease by 57%.
In our benchmark case, we calibrate a proportional tax system. Let us consider a progressive system as the one described in Section 5.1. This system is a proportional tax system with an important deduction. Thus, poor households may receive transfers. Households that were liquidity constrained in the benchmark economy and had a user cost higher than the rental price of housing now receive a subsidy that eases the liquidity constrained and lowers their user cost. Hence, the ownership rate increases. But also, home ownership is more attractive to rich households, who pay the higher marginal rates, because of the mortgage deduction. In this case, introducing a positive spread between the return on deposits and the mortgage rate reduces drastically the ownership rate. This is because the user cost of individuals who hold debt increases substantially with spread or no deductability.
Finally, a lower discount rate (larger β) implies that households care more about the future and are more concerned with future fluctuations in consumption. Hence they increase their savings and buy more houses to shield their consumption path against price and earnings fluctuations.
Nevertheless the last row indicates that the results are very sensitive to the degree of substitution between rental housing and owner occupied housing.
Calculating the per unit cost of housing
We have seen that when households decide about tenure choice, since they face uncertainty, they compare an expected user cost to the expected market rent net of service quality differences.
However, the actual cost of housing can be calculated ex-post, once changes in prices and earnings are realized.
Let us calculate an average ex-post per unit cost of housing for the households in our benchmark economy. Those households who rent are assigned the rental price, while for those households who owned we calculate the average user cost given in equation (12).
We simulate 100 samples of 9,000 household each, that we observe for 50 periods. The average per unit cost of housing that we obtained is 0.08488, with a standard deviation of 0.00064. What if we assigned all households the rental price instead? Then, our average would be 0.08894 with a standard deviation of 0.00068, a 4.78% higher.
Final comments
This paper presents a dynamic model of heterogenous agents that accommodates both a consumption and an investment motive for home ownership as well as endogenous tenure choice. Houses are modelled as illiquid assets that can be partially financed. The framework is used to study household portfolio composition and tenure choice comparing prices of rental and owner-occupied housing services. Our simulations show the importance of liquidity constraints, the discount factor and the quality of the rental service in determining home ownership rates. Interestingly, with progressive taxation, eliminating the mortgage interest rate deductability reduces home ownership by 30%.
In our analysis we have abstracted from several issues. First, financial assets are riskless. Proof.
Case 1. Let us consider first a non liquidity constrained household and let us assume that it optimally decides to rent a house and not to buy. Expression (17) can be written as:
Using expressions (14) and (15) taking into account that consumption at period t+1 is independent of house prices and that the rental price of period t + 1 is known, we can write the expression above as:
But since the rental price satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 , this expression cannot hold; in fact, the left hand side, q t , is lower than the right hand side. This leads to a contradiction. Thus, it implies that the household does not rent and buy simultaneously and that:
That is, the household's user cost is lower than the housing rental price. The households strictly prefers buying to renting.
Case 2. Consider a household that is liquidity constrained and decides not to buy and to purchase rental services. Lemma 2 implies that the non negativity constraint on deposits is binding.
Combining (17) and (16) we obtain that:
If this household is indifferent between buying and renting,
where
.
Since the household is liquidity constrained,
Notice that 1 + r d t is the household's specific discount factor and it is greater the lower the level of cash-on-hand. Recall that r h t+1 > r t+1 , shown in expression (4). Thus, there might exist a level of cash-on-hand x * t below which the left hand side of (21) is greater than its right hand side. In that case, the household prefers renting to buying. Therefore, only liquidity constrained households rent services and do not purchase houses.
Spread and partial deductability
Proof of Proposition 7.
Proof. Case 1. Consider first the households that hold deposits. These households, by Proposition ??, are not liquidity constrained. If the rental price satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 they strictly prefer buying to renting by Proposition 3.
Case 2. Consider first a non liquidity constrained household that holds debt and assume that it optimally chooses to rent housing services. Expression (17) can be written as:
Using expressions (14) and (15) we can write the expression above as
The rental price satisfies r h t+1 > r t+1 . Thus, if the interest rate on mortgages is much larger than the return on deposits, this expression may hold with strict inequality, being the left hand side, q t greater than the right hand side. That is, the cost of buying would be higher than its returns and, therefore, the household is better off renting. If the interest on mortgages is not too high, then these households would be better off buying. Thus, their user cost depends on the spread and the tax deduction.
Case 3. Consider a household that is liquidity constrained. By Proposition 5 there exists a level of cash-on-hand, x * t , below which the user cost is higher than the rental price. In such a case, the household prefers renting to buying.
C Computational Method
Solving the household problem as stated in section 2.5 is challenging. There are five state variables, (d, m, h, q, e) , and five controls, (c, s, d , m , h ) , and the adjustment costs prevent us from using standard techniques such Euler equation iteration. We use a finite state approximation to solve the problem instead.
First, we take advantage of the theoretical results about portfolio composition. When there is spread or no full deductability, households prefer equity to debt financing. Thus, they do not accumulate deposits until mortgages are paid for. In order to reduce the number of state variables in the problem, we define financial assets as a = d − m. Note that with full segmentation, a < 0 as long as the household is paying the mortgage and a > 0 afterwards. Therefore this variable contains the information that we need. In the case with no spread and full deductability, households are only concerned with their net financial position a = d − m, and we choose the particular equilibrium in which we force agents to pay their debts before they accumulate deposits. We solve the household problem using value function iteration and speed up convergence by using a standard policy function accelerator (see Judd 1998) . We obtained the optimal policy functions for a and h, g a (a, h, q, e) and g h (a, h, q, e) , that we use in the simulations. 19
Note that the problem in formulated in such a way that control variables today (a t+1 , h t+1 ) are next period's states. The other two control variables (c t , s t ) can be obtained as a residual.
When h t = 0, households do not purchase housing services, s t = 0, and c t can be obtained from the budget constraint, once a t+1 and h t+1 are chosen. When h t = 0, the household must purchase housing services and thus leftover resources -after choosing a t+1 and h t+1 -are divided between c t and s t according to the first order conditions. In particular c t = (r h t /φγ) 1 σ s t . We make agents choose services from the grid H, though. 19 We do not interpolate between grid points since we cannot warrantee the concavity of the program. The liquidity constraint is implemented using penalty functions.
